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Please provide a Project Decription (Proposed Actions, location, and/or consequences).
The California Department of Parks and Recreation (CDPR) proposes to prepare an HCP to support its application for a 25year incidental take permit (ITP) under the federal Endangered Species Act for park units managed by the Oceano Dunes
District. The HCP area covers 5,005 acres of largely undeveloped public lands. The ITP would cover all lawful activities for
which CDPR has responsibility within the HCP area that could result in take of covered species, including public use,
recreation management, natural and cultural resources management, and park/beach management. The HCP addresses the
following: species: western snowy plover, California least tern, California red-legged frog, tidewater goby, marsh sandwort,
La Graciosa thistle, Nipomo Mesa lupine, Gambel's watercress, surf thistle, and beach spectaclepod.
The HCP includes 52 covered activities divided into five categories: park visitor activities, natural resources management,
park maintenance, visitor services, and other activities. The majority of these covered activities are existing visitor uses or
park operations that have been occurring in the state park for decades. The HCP also includes new covered activities, which
are either proposed now as a modification to the current park operation or may be contemplated in the future. Four new
proposed activities evaluated in the EIR include 1) plover chick and egg capture for captive rearing if at risk of death or
injury; 2) mechanical trash removal through beach raking of heavily used beach areas; 3) reduction in seasonal fencing at
the Boneyard Exclosure and 6 Exclosure; and 4) CDPR use of unmanned aircraft systems (e.g., drones). The HCP includes
Avoidance and Minimization Measures to provide protection of HCP covered species.

Please identify the project's significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The EIR impact analysis evaluates in detail potential impacts to land use, air quality, biological resources, cultural resources,
and recreation. The EIR concludes that impacts in all categories except air quality are not significant and do not require
mitigation.
The proposed new activities of mechanical trash removal and reduction of the East Boneyard Exclosure and 6 Exclosure
could potentially change dune surface emissivity, increase dust generation, expose persons to substantial pollutant
concentrations, and cause or contribute to exceedances of PM2.5 and/or PM10 ambient air quality standards. Monitoring
would be conducted to determine if activities are resulting in increased emissions that violate state and/or federal ambient
air quality standards. If increased emissions occur, mitigation includes discontinuing the activity or providing dust control
treatments at alternate park locations to offset the increase.

Added 2010

continued
If applicable, please describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by agencies
and the public.
Existing Park Operations: The effects of the existing park operation are controversial, including use of motor vehicles on the
beach and in sensitive dune habitat, dust and sand blown off site and downwind, and impacts to protected species. The
park activities causing impact and controversy have been previously authorized and established as allowable uses under the
adopted State Park General Plan. The HCP approval and take permit issuance is not responsible for authorizing the
underlying park activities, which are otherwise approved.

Balance of Resource Protection and Recreation Opportunity: The main controversy concerning the HCP is striking an
acceptable balance between motorized recreation opportunity and protection of natural resources. State Parks’ mission is
to provide both high-quality recreation opportunity (Public Resources Code [PRC] § 5090.01 et seq) including motor vehicle
recreation and resource protection that conserves and improves habitat over time (SB249). The HCP represents State Parks’
efforts to balance these competing needs.
Size of the 6 Exclosure: The HCP proposes a gradual elimination of the 6 Exclosure, which is a highly productive nesting area
for western snowy plover and California least tern. The reduction requires a corresponding demonstration of maintained
breeding success and a sustained population. The reduction would be reversed and the eliminated exclosure reinstated if
subsequent breeding and population targets are not met. The potential response of SNPL and CLTE to the reduced
exclosure is unknown and therefore may be considered controversial.
Uncertainty of Air Quality Impacts: It is unknown whether the mechanical trash removal or increased recreational access to
seasonal exclosures will affect dust (particulate matter [PM10]) emissivity levels. Until the activities can be monitored, the
amount of impact, if any, and the scale of mitigation needed to offset impacts (i.e., location and size of offset areas) is
unknown and speculative.
Future Public Works Plan (PWP) Projects. State Parks is in the midst of a planning process to upgrade park infrastructure and
operations. Final project components have not been selected and cannot be adequately assessed by the HCP.
Please provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
Approvals are required by the following agencies:
US Fish and Wildlife Service , Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office for issuance of an Incidental Take Permit to CDPR for four
endangered or threatened wildlife species: western snowy plover, California least tern, California red-legged frog, and
tidewater goby.
CDPR for approval of the HCP and certification of the EIR pursuant to CEQA.
California Department of Fish and Wildlife may review this project as a Trustee Agency. CDFW s not a permitting agency for
the federal ITP supported by this HCP.

